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Humans are the 
Strategic Advantage

Accelerate workforce transformation 
and envision the future of work with 
data-driven, technology-enabled 
insights and human ingenuity.
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Consider

How will you prepare your leaders 
to lead the transformation? 

How will you access and create the 
right structure, skills, mindsets, and 
behaviors to enable your 
transformation? 

How will you activate, adopt, and 
sustain new ways of working and 
ongoing change? 

Opportunity
Accelerate change with 
more certainty and predictability
in a human-centric way for the 
enterprise, teams, and individuals
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As you evolve the strategic 
advantage, is your workforce ready? 
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Humans are the Strategic Advantage
To activate people and value, we recommend focusing on three key levers:
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Alignment

Shape the path, ignite the 
leaders, and architect the 
journey

Ability

Build, integrate, and deploy 
future-ready talent and skills

Adoption

Activate and sustain the 
change and new ways of 
working
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What to get right
Define the workforce transformation 
with your eyes wide open – know 
the value proposition
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Shape the path, ignite leaders, and architect the journey

Alignment

 Vision & Value

 Leadership & Culture

 Operating Model
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Use insights to build leadership buy-in 
and commitment from Day 1 

Identify new ways of working and 
remove barriers to signal real change



 Talent & Skills

 Recruiting & Onboarding

 Learning & Coaching

What to get right
Get alignment from the top and across 
on the priority skills for the workforce
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Build, integrate, and deploy future-ready talent and skills

Ability

1
2
3 Curate content to enable role-based 

scaled skilling

Apply skilling to prioritized needs and 
initiatives

ARCHITECT

DISCOVER

MODERNIZE



What to get right
Showcase & celebrate success 
stories that highlight new skill and 
capabilities empowering the 
workforce of the future
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Activate and sustain the change and new ways of working

Adoption

1
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 Behaviors & Performance

 Change Engagement & 
Communications

 Measured Adoption

Reward & incentivize new ways of 
working  (be creative with carrots)

Accelerate target audience WIFM and 
mobilize the change influencers



People are at the heart 
of these evolving 
forces and the key to 
unlocking value in 
transformation.
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Thank you and let’s continue the 
conversation

Britaini Carroll
Human Capital Lead
Accenture Federal Services

Find us at the Exposition Hall, Booth 302

We help clients reimagine 
their business, build 
workforces with the leaders 
and cultures to accelerate 
change, create and deliver 
employee experience, and 
transform HR.
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